In § 2 we establish the (new) results on SMT'5 described in (0.2). We show how one uses them to easily recover the SMT'5 1 for the classical groups. In § 3 we recall properties of the Poincare series of C [V] 0 (or any C [^V]°). If one knows a homogeneous sequence of parameters for C [V]° , then one easily bounds the degrees of its generators and relations. The bound on degrees of relations was essential to the work described in [13] . In § 4 we apply the techniques developed to obtain the FMT and SMT for binary cubics.
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First Main Theorems.
(1.0) We first recall properties of integral representations of GL^ (i.e. those representations lying in tensor powers of the standard representation on C"). Our presentation is a variation of that of Vust ( [19] , [20] ). We then recall Cauchy's formula and its applications to FMT^ . We end by giving results estimating gen (0).
(1.1) Let ^1(^2) denote the standard representation of GLô n C" , and let ^,(n) = A^V/iOC), ; > 0. Note that V/^) = 0 for ; > n and that V/o (n) is the 1-dimensional trivial representation. Let N°° denote the sequences of natural numbers which are eventually zero. If (1.3) Let (fl)E N" 5 . We define deg (a) = 2 ^., width (a) == 2 ^., and ht (a) (the height of (a)) is the least / > 0 such that ^ = 0 for / > 7 . The height, degree etc. of i//^ and V/^ (n) are defined to be the height, degree, etc. of (a).
. . ) and (a) ^(6) denotes V/(a)+(/,) • We order N°° lexicographically from the right, i.e. we write (a) < (6) (and also i/^. < V/-.) if there is a 7 G N -{0} such that a^ < by and a^ = b^ for ; > /.
(1.4) We say that i//^ occ^ in ^ ® ^ if i^ ® Y/^) contains a subspace isomorphic to \^.. , and similarly for representations 0 ^= \^^ (n) of GL^ . We identify isomorphic representations of GL and GL^ .
(2) ht ^ , ht V^ < ht V/^ < ht ^^ + ht ^ . Proo/ -One can use the Littlewood-Richardson rule [9] , or one can use the methods of Vust [20] together with standard Lie algebra results on tensor products. 
We give examples of tensor product decompositions which play a role in classical invariant theory (see § 2). They are actually disguised versions of the Clebsch-Gordan formula. By induction, V/^ ® V/^ has a decomposition as in (1), hence so does V/p (n -1) ® V/^ (n -1) by duality, and (1) follows. The proofs of (2) and (3) are similar.
(1.8) We recall Cauchy's theorem on the decomposition of the symmetric algebra of a tensor product: We consider groups of the form GL^ x GL^ (or GL x GL) and irreducible representationŝ (a) W ® i^) (m) (or 1^ ® V/^) where we use the prime to distinguish between representations of the first and second copies of the general linear group.
(1.9) THEOREM ( [9] , [10] ). hence (2) is true when n < m . The case n = m follows by taking fixed points of a copy of GL^_^ , and (2) implies (1).
and ^w ^ ^W m S'(V/^ i//^).
Proo/: -Let C = ht (a) , m = ht (6) , n == C + w . Then there is a copy of
Now use (1.9).
(1.12) We apply the results above to invariant theory: Let 0:G -^ GL(V) be our fc-dimensional representation of the reductive group G . We will also denote 0 by (V, G) and we will sometimes confuse 0 with V, so, for example,
If (a) G N°° , we let ^^ (V) denote the representation (or representation space) of GL(V) as defined in (1.1), e.g. 2 (V) = A 2 V . Via 0 : G -> GL(V), we obtain a representation 0^ of G on ^(V).
Let P = S'(^ ® V*) and P(n) = S'(i^ (n) ^ V*) C P. Then P (resp. P(n)) is a graded direct sum of GL x G (resp. GL^ x G) representations. Let R = P 0 and
and that P==limP(n), R = limR(^). By (1.9) we have ""
and similarly for R (^) and P (n) .
Let R (^+ (resp. R 4 ') denote the elements of R (n) (resp. R) with zero constant term. Since R (n) is finitely generated,
is a finite-dimensional GL^-representation. We can thus find elements 0 ^ f^ G ^/ , (V*)° , z == 1 , . . . , p , such that the representation spaces ^ ^(^)<^ /^ R(^) minimally generate R (n), i.e. bases of these subspaces are a minimal set of generators of R(n) and map onto a basis of R^)^ /(R(n)^') 2 . From (1.14) we see that ht (a 1 ) < k for all i, hence : (
. Identifying R (^2) with C [^V]° in the standard way, one sees that h corresponds to an invariant homogeneous of degree a^ + a^ ^ ^ ... in the ;th copy of V.
(1.18) Remark. -Let r: G ->-GL(W) be an irreducible representation, and let P (n\ (resp. P^.) denote the sum of the G-irreducible subspaces of P (n) (resp. P) isomorphic to r . Then P(n\ is isomorphic to the invariants of S' (V/i (n) ® V* C W*) which are homogeneous of degree 1 in W* . We can find finitely many subspaces V/ • (n) ®gy, where ^^(V^/x ( v *) ®W*) 0 , which minimally generate P (n\ as an R (^)-module. Moreover, ht (c 7 ) < k for all 7. Analogous results hold for P^. . . i / We find situations where the estimates gen (0), gen (0 , r) < k can be improved. is irrelevant (obvious definition) if any ^ (n ) is irrelevant for (Vy,G).
In particular, the representation is irrelevant if ht (a 1 ) > dim Vy for some /'. In other words, we can obtain the minimal highest weight generators of R from minimal generators of R(m)-modules P (m\, where m < k/2 and r is a subrepresentation of some A^V with 2m+ r<k. (0)). Vust showed that I is generated by elements of T of degree at most k 4-1 in the V/, ,,, along
with polarizations of elements of I (k). We refine his result, and we use it to easily rederive the SMT'^ for the classical groups.
(2.
2) It will be convenient for us to use the term relation not only for element of I, but also for irreducible subspaces of I: A (1) I is minimally generated by relations (^i)^i)-., (^^) where rel (0): = max ht (6 7 ) < k + gen (0). / (2) // {(^fi)^ ^fi)^ fl^ relations such that the (V/ n (^2), 7?g (n)) generate I (^2) /o^-some n > rel (0) (e.g. for n = 2k), then the (^fi) ^fi) generate I. we also write py for p^ . Proof. -There is a canonical embedding
relation (of TT : T -^ R) is an equivariant injection v ' . ^ ^ -> I for some (b). Note that v : i//^ -> T has image in I if and only if v (h) € I where h is a highest weight vector of V/^ (we call v (h) a highest weight relation). We also refer to equivariant injections a: ^^ (n) -> I (n) as relations (of TT (n) : T (n) -> R (n)). Clearly a relation v : \^^ -
where the elements of W are of degree 1 in each copy of i^ . Versions of (1.9), (1.11) and (1.5) show that J^(V/i ® ^\(n)) is generated by i^ ® V^ (^) C S^ (i//^ ® ^/^ (^)). Intersecting W and J^i® V/'i (n)) in S" (i//^ i//'i (n)) shows that /, (W) is generated as claimed. A minimal set of relations does not include (2.22.5) since it results from (2.22.3) or (2.22.4) and the special relation.
3. Bounds using Poincare Series.
(3.0) We briefly recall some of the main properties of the Poincare series of an algebra of invariants. In case one knows the degrees of a homogeneous sequence of parameters, then one can estimate the degrees of minimal generating sets and their relations. We have applied such estimates in [13] and [14] . Proof. -Part (1) is due to Murthy; see [15] . Parts (2) and (3) are recent work of Knop [4] (c.f. [ 16] ).
D
We note here that the representation of SL^ on one or more copies of the space of binary cubics satisfies the hypothesis of (3.7.3.). In § 4 we apply the results above to this situation.
